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Surface plasmons (SPs) are expected to have a wide range of applications in many fields,
so they have recently attracted much attention. However, most of the previous studies
achieved the manipulation of SPs through designing the structure of the individual meta-
atom. When developing the next generation of integrated photonic devices and
components, it is essential to seek out new methods of software control, which enable
more diverse modulation and higher efficiency. Here, the tunable emission of SPs with
metasurfaces is systematically studied. SPs are a source of on-chip plasmonic vortices
(PVs). To verify the controllability of the directional excitation of SPs, we designed beam
deflectors with different angles of surface waves (SWs). Furthermore, PVs with different
topological charges were generated by arranging spatially varied microslits. The proposed
control strategy provides a common platform for various promising applications, such as
on-chip generation of the propagation control of SPs and PVs.
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INTRODUCTION

Surface plasmons (SPs) are bound electromagnetic waves that propagate along the metal-dielectric
interface and decay exponentially in the direction perpendicular to the interface [1], They promise
unique applications ranging from sub-wavelength lasing, biological sensing, near-field imaging,
holography, and sensing, to plasmonic circuitry [2–12]. It is worth noting that an on-chip plasmonic
device, which is much smaller than similar products in free space, has attracted widespread attention
[13, 14]. Although it is challenging to control the wavefront of SPs, this is necessary in order to enable
various functional SP devices [15]. Investigations into SPs initially focused on far-infrared and visible
frequencies, and were then extended to terahertz and microwave regimes. In the early years, prisms,
periodic ripples, and topological defects were the most commonmethods of emitting SWs. However,
prism coupling requires a large volume, which is impractical for integration into a compact micro-
SW device. There is a growing demand for simplifying the design and manufacture of integrated
plasma devices, and thus for plasma technology research, and so exploring new methods for
manipulating SPs during launch has become an intriguing research topic.

A metasurface [16, 17] is a two-dimensional (2D) metamaterial [18–20], which has excellent
maneuver ability when forming the wavefront of the outgoing electromagnetic wave. The key feature
of the metasurface platform is the ability to construct a local abrupt phase [21–24], amplitude [25,
26], and polarization [27–31]. Metasurfaces are also applicable to the field of SPs, and SP couplers
[32–35], SP wavefront control, and SP holography [36–38] have been implemented. In addition, the
terahertz (THz) range of the electromagnetic spectrum contains absorption lines of various rotating
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and vibrating molecules, so it has attracted attention as a
fingerprint region for many spectroscopy and sensing
applications. Metasurfaces designed with appropriate sub-
wavelength sub-atoms and arranged in a prescribed spatial
distribution have become an ideal tool for the fine control of
SPs. In particular, the sub-wavelength metal slot resonator is one
of the most commonly used unit elements when designing
metasurfaces for SP manipulation. Metasurfaces composed of
metal slits have excellent flexibility, and the wavefront of the
coupled SP can be controlled arbitrarily, using iterative
algorithms [39], holographic principles [40], Pancharatnam-
Berry phase (PB phase) concepts [33], or coupled mode theory
[41]. They can pave the way for future research if the SPs can be
controlled in the THz regime.

In the 1990s, it was found that phase vortex beams by Allen at
al. [42], which have a phase term that can be described by
exp(−ilθ), have an orbital angular momentum of light (OAM)
of lZ per photon, where l is the topological charge, θ is the
azimuthal angle, and Z is Planck’s constant h divided by 2π. OAM
is the angular momentum component of the beam, which
depends on the spatial distribution of the light field. Unlike
the spin angular momentum (SAM) associated with the spin
of a photon, OAM is infinite, so more degrees of freedom can be
used. Similar to optical vortices, SPs with orbital angular
momentum are defined as SVs. The SPs propagate along the
interface.

In this article, we used the commercial electromagnetic
software CST to demonstrate the manipulation of SPs, emitted
by metasurfaces composed of metallic microslits. Phase control is
achieved by interference between a pair of slits on the metal
surface. The spatial spacing and direction of the paired microslits
can be adjusted to give almost any phase distribution, thereby

allowing abnormal SP emission. The proposed metasurface can
match the momentum difference between free-space light and
SPs, can be used as an effective SP element coupler, and can also
support the propagation of coupled SPs, showing higher
efficiency in a large excitation range. This is because
evanescent waves such as ordinary SPP will quickly dampen
or decay, but metamaterials are a good medium that can greatly
improve its efficiency. More importantly, the phase of the coupled
SP can be continuously controlled by carefully changing the
rotation angle of the microslits, which can provide great
flexibility in the manipulation of SP emissions. Furthermore,
for verifying the demonstration, we proposed a PV generator
which consists of spatially varying microslits arranged in a ring
carved in aluminum film. In this way, the PV generator can
generate any combination of spin-dependent OAMs for the SP on
the metal/dielectric interface. The proposed methodology
illustrates the powerful function of combining the
Pancharatnam-Berry phase with the complex SP startup, and
it may provide a novel method for designing various SP devices.

EXPERIMENT, RESULTS, AND
DISCUSSION

As shown in Figure 1A, the sub-wavelength metallic microslit
structure was highly effective due to its ability to confine electric
fields. This function is very different from the well-known bar
structure, which can be explained by Babinet’s principle. The unit
cell had a length of L � 200 μm, a width ofW � 50 μm, and a unit
cell length of p � 300 μm. The metallic microslit was made on a
200 nm thick aluminum film on a modified polyimide (MPI)
substrate. Figure 1B shows the SP radiation pattern (Ez

FIGURE 1 | (A) The unit cell schematic of the proposed metasurface. The geometric parameters of the microslit were L � 200 μm,W � 50 μm, and p � 300 μm. (B)
The simulated SP radiation pattern was excited by a narrow sub-wavelength microslit on the aluminum film under the incidence of a normal plane wave. (C) A schematic
diagram of a pair of microslit resonators. They were used to derive the SP emission field at point A at a distance S from the center of the pair of microslits. D is the distance
between the centers of the microslits.
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component) of the microslit design, which acts as an in-plane
magnetic dipole with a resonance wavelength of λsp. In order to
prove the correctness of the design strategy, the CST Microwave
Studio basic finite integration technique was used to simulate the
field distribution of SPs. The SP propagating along the metal
surface is usually referred to as surface plasmon polarons under
visible light and infrared. However, at the THz frequency, an SP is
called a Zenneck terahertz surface wave (ZTSW). Its field strength
is not tightly bound to the metal surface, and the resonance
wavelength of λZTSW is almost equal to the vacuum wavelength
of λ0 [43, 44]. This can be attributed to the fact that at terahertz
frequencies metals behave as perfect electrical conductors and do
not allow waves to penetrate. In the simulations, the slit pairs were
carved on a 200 nm thick aluminum layer (σ � 3.72e7 S/m) which
was deposited on a 50 µm thick MPI substrate with a relative
permittivity of ε′ � 3.1 and a loss tangent of δ � 0.006 at 1.0 THz.

The coupling of the microslit pair, as shown in Figure 1C, is
excited by the plane wave and the electric field E

→
in � (Ex, Ey) at

normal incidence, so the field at point A (S≥D/2) is the
superposition of the SP field in the two microslits [45]:

E
→

A � I sign(S)[( E→1 · êx)eiksp|s+D2| + ( E→2 · êx)eiksp|s− D
2|]â (1)

where I represents the field amplitude of SP; E
→

1 � ( E→in, n̂1)n̂1
and E

→
2 � ( E→in, n̂2)n̂2 are incident polarization components

along n̂1 and n̂2, where n̂1 � (cosθ1, sinθ1) and n̂2 �
(cosθ2, sinθ2) are unit vectors perpendicular to the two
microslits respectively; θ1 and θ2 represent the angles of E

→
1

and E
→

2 with respect to the x-axis, respectively, while
θ2 − θ1 � 90°; êx is the unit vector in the positive x direction;
ksp � 2π/λsp is the SP wave number; â is the unit vector given by

−[−ikz , 0, kspsign(S)]/
����������
|kz|2 +

∣∣∣∣ksp∣∣∣∣2√
, where kz �

������
k20 − k2sp

√
is the

vacuum wave number and k0 is the vacuum wave number. If the
incident wave is circularly polarized by (Ex, Ey) �

�
2

√
/2(1, σi),

where σ ∈ {+,−} represents left-hand circular polarization (LCP)
and right-hand circular polarization (RCP), respectively, and if it
represents kspD � π, then Eq. (1) can be simplified to

E
→

A � i
�
2

√ /2I sign(S)eikspSei2σθ1 â (2)

It can be easily obtained from Eq. (2) that the amplitude of
the SP field at A is fixed, while the phase is freely controllable
with a sign determined by the circular-polarization
handedness and shift by the orientation angle. This shows
that circular polarization can be used to switch the sign of the
phase, thereby controlling the shape of the SP wavefront
while maintaining the SP amplitude constant. In addition,
a nearly arbitrary phase profile could be achieved even using a
single straight column of microslit resonators because the
phase shift enables the cover of whole 2π range.
Simultaneously, as shown in the inset of Figure 1C, the
simulated amplitude of Ez reaches the maximum value
under the designed geometry.

From the generalized Snell law, the SP coupling can be realized
through constructing the phase of the microslits to satisfy
dφ
dx � ksp. In this way, each row of microslits satisfying the

coupling phase condition dφ
dx � ksp can be regarded as the

source of the secondary output SP. However, although the
output SPs are in phase with each other and together produce
a normal wavefront, they can be transmitted in only the x
direction. In this case, the introduction of the phase gradient
along the y direction dφ

dy is a non-negligible factor in achieving the
arbitrary modulation of launching SPs. The Pancharatnam-Berry
phase enables the accurate control of the phase of the
electromagnetic wave due to the double relationship between
the angle of geometric rotation and the angle of the output SPs. As
shown in Figure 2A, the phase of the proposedmicroslit structure
can cover the entire 2π range by rotating the angle between the
microslits. At the same time, the amplitude of the wave is close to
50%. Based on this, the spatial distribution of the phase
discontinuity at the interface between the two media can be
freely constructed, where the abnormal refraction angle can be
expressed as θt � arcsin( 1

k0
dφ
dy).

To demonstrate the proposed scheme, we numerically
demonstrated three types of metasurface with different phase
gradients in the y direction. Figures 2B,E show different SP
launches when the incident THz waves are LCP and RCP,
respectively. The angle shift between two adjacent microslits is
22.5° in the y direction, which means that the metasurface can
complete the shape of the wavefront within 8 unit cells. The
anomalous angle of SP launch can be calculated easily as
θt � 7.2°. Increasing the phase shift between adjacent
microslits will increase the anomalous angle of SP launch and
so achieve 2π modulation at a shorter distance. The angle shift
between the two adjacent microslits was increased to 45° and 90°,
and the anomalous angles of SP launch became θt � 14.6° and
θt � 30.3°, respectively. The simulated corresponding real part of
the Ez -field distributions is shown in Figures 2C,D,F,G. It can be
seen that the sign of the anomalous refracted angle was reversed
due to the different chirality of incidence. In simple terms,
manipulation of the SP launch was realized by precisely
designing the phase shift between the adjacent microslits in
the y direction.

The reason SP launching can be accurately and continuously
manipulated is the proper relationship between adjacent
microslit structures. And the distance D between the
adjacent microslits played a vital role in achieving the launch
of high efficiency SPs. The calculated field distributions at
distance D of 200–400 μm, with a step of 50 μm, while
keeping θ2 − θ1 � 90° under LCP incidence at 0.496 THz, is
shown in Figure 3. The mismatch spacing significantly affected
the coupling between the microslits, which prevented the
wavefront of SPs from being modulated effectively. It can be
seen that the field distribution changed dramatically with
varying D, which shows that the SP launch was sensitive to
the spacing of the microslits. The rugged wavefronts at
D≠ 302 um indicate that an additional SP launching order
occurs. There is no doubt that similar results will also be
found under RCP incidence. It is worth noting that, as D
gets larger, the overall area of simulation needs to grow, in
order to ensure that the number of structures is consistent.

To verify the controllability of launching SPs, a configuration
was set up for generating a phase distribution by changing the
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orientation angle of each microslit (Figure 4). First, the
microslits were distributed uniformly around a circle. Their
orientation angles θ1 were changed by nπ (n � 0, ± 1, ± 2 . . .)
clockwise around the circumference. The orientation of θ2 can
be easily obtained due to the fixed difference between the θ1 and
θ2. More importantly, the SP launched by each microslit had a
different initial rotation, which was dependent on its
orientation angle θi. We observed the distributions of the Ez
-fields. The overall phase shift of SPs propagating toward the
center across a whole turn equals to 2(n − 1)σπ, which can be
acknowledged by observing the relationship between the
number of the topological charges carried by structures
and the arrangement of the microslits. It can be
understood as the contribution of two parts: one is the
phase shift caused by the change in the orientation angle,
which can be represented by 2nσπ. The other is the phase
shift associated with the reverse mode, given by −2σπ.
Obviously, the latter is caused by a fixed change in the
azimuth of the antenna position, which is completely

independent of l. In this way, the topological charges of
the PVs can be expressed as l � σ(n − 1), which can be flexibly
modulated by varying n.

Figures 4A,B show the phase distribution of the Ez -field for
LCP and RCP, respectively. The phase distribution in the
center of the structure clearly shows that the topological
charge is 0 because there is no spiral phase. The structure
also shows no difference between the responses to LCP and
RCP incidence. However, Figures 4C,D show a clear
difference in response to LCP and RCP. Figures 4C,D
illustrate the corresponding simulated SP field distributions,
where the phase evolution along the intensity distribution of
the “doughnut” is equal to 2π, corresponding to a topological
charge of 1 plasmon vortex. The direction of the phase change
is closely related to the polarization of the incident wave. It is
important to note that the direction of the SV phase change
was reversed when the sign of the incidence changed. Figures
4E–J show the distributions of the Ez -field with different
topological charges carried by PVs. It can be seen that the

FIGURE 2 | Simulated Ez -field distributions of the ZTSW from a linear-phase-profile structure under normal incidences of LCP with a (B) 7.2°, (C) 14.6°, and (D)
30.3° deflected angle. The corresponding Ez -field distributions of the ZTSWunder normal incidences of RCPwith a (E) 7.2°, (F) 14.6°, and (G) 30.3° deflected angle while
the geometry and rotation of the microslits were fixed. (G) Simulated amplitude and phase shift of microslits shown at 0.49 THz.

FIGURE 3 | Calculated Ez -field distributions of ZTSW under normal incidence of LCP at 0.496 THz with a distance D of (A) 200 μm, (B) 250 μm, (C) 350 μm, and
(D) 400 μm. The top panel is a schematic of the structures.
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direction of the phase change was unchanged with the increase
of the topological charges under the same polarized incidence.
Although the vertices of phase were not connected when the
topological charge n was greater than 2, it can be seen clearly
that the phase had occurred during the change of 2nπ.
Therefore, the proposed structures were able to effect multi-
channel information communication by varying the
parameter n.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, anomalous launching and PV generators of SPs
are theoretically demonstrated in a THz near-field metasurface
platform by geometric phase. It should be noted that the

diameter of the sub-wavelength metal microslit was less
than λ/2 ∼ λ/3. Through the simple arrangement of the
microslits, arbitrary phase distribution could be realized
under any excitation mode. In addition, compared with
conventional SP launching manipulation with phase
discontinuities, the structure we proposed enabled
continuous phase change. A PV with a topological charge of
1 \ 2 \ 3 \ 4 was discussed, and the design scheme could be
applied to PV with any charge only by introducing the
geometric phase. These findings illustrate the importance of
phase control in the SP launch process, which suggests
promising THz imaging and sensing applications.
Combining the SPs activated by the metasurface can open a
gateway to electrically reconfigurable applications, including
capturing particles and communicating on-chip information.

FIGURE 4 |When the incident is LCP, the Ez -field phase distribution on the PV generator is calculated and the topological charges are 0 (A), 1 (C), 2 (E), 3 (G), and
4 (I), respectively. And the Ez -field phase distribution of the PV generator are shown in (B), (D), (F), (H), and (J) when the incident is RCP.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Simulations were carried out by using the commercially
available software package CST Microwave Studio. An open
boundary condition was applied to the x and z directions to
prevent reflections from the boundaries. For the deflector
structure, a periodic boundary condition was used on the y
direction with a 3,500 um × 3,500 um simulation area, but as the
distance D changed, the simulation range changed accordingly;
while for the OAM generator structure, an open boundary
condition was applied to the y direction with a 6,500 um ×
6,500 um simulation area. A normally incident circularly-
polarized plane wave at 0.49 THz excited ZTSW on the
substrate side and field distribution was observed from the
air side.
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